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7. Fundamental Technology Center

Dr. Nishimura received a Ph. D. from the University of Tokyo in 1984 for his
study on the biokinetics of radiocobalt in rats. He has 30 years of experience in
research on biokinetics of radionuclides in experimental animals. He also has
studied how to reduce radionuclide concentrations in animals and humans using
natural chelating agents such as chitin and chitosan. He was a group leader of the
Environmental Radiation Protection Research Group from 2005 to 2006. Since
April 2006 he has been a Director of the Fundamental Technology Center.

y_nishim@nirs. go. jp

Yoshikazu Nishimura,
D. V. M., Ph. D.
Director of Fundamental Technology
Center

The Fundamental Technology Center performs
advanced research and development necessary for the
support of the activities of NIRS. It manufactures major
pieces of research equipment for the Institute and
ensures the safety of laboratory apparatuses. The
center consists of one office, two departments and
seven sections. The office is the Planning and
Promotion Office which besides planning and
promotion, also supports the infrastructure for the
studies carried out at NIRS, and encourages the shared
use of facilities. The office sponsors technical report
meetings to combine and improve the technical
foundations of NIRS.

As for the departments, the first is the Department
of Technical Support and Development. This
department consists of three sections ; (1) technical
advancement of radiation systems section, (2) radiation

measurement research section and (3) laboratory
animal sciences section. The second department is the
Department of Safety and Facility Management and
consists four sections ; (1) radiation safety section
(2) specific laboratory management section, (3) safety
control section and (4) facility management section.
This department promotes : improvements in the
handling of radioactive substances and nuclear
materials, safety measures used in the control of
radiation generators such as HIMAC, control of
radioactive wastes and dangerous substances, and a
safe working environment for NIRS employees. It also
maintains the facilities and equipment necessary for
safety assurance. This department also institutes a plan
for the facilities and equipment to be set up and used
over the next 10 years and implements the effective use
of the facilities and equipment over the planned
timeframe.
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7.1. Study of Radiation Measurements

Research Interests : Measurements of cosmic-rays and space radiation ;
developments of active radiation detectors.

uchihori@nirs. go. jp
Yukio Uchihori
Member the Radiation Measurement
Research Section

One of the objectives of our group is support of
radiation measurements and characterization of
radiation fields for researchers in NIRS. For examples,
neutron fields in the Low-Dose Radiation Effects
Research Building and in the medical synchrotron
facility has been characterized by neutron detectors.
And, in the biological exposure room (BIO) in HIMAC,
exposures for biological samples with low dose (1 mGy)
for long period (about 8 hours) were supported.

Other objectives are developments of new detectors
and measurement techniques in various radiation fields
like accelerators and in space. For these complex
radiation fields, advanced, highly accurate and reliable
detectors are required and, several new detectors and
analyzing devices have been developed. These
detectors are calibrated and characterized by radiation
from several radiation sources and beams from several
accelerators.

The international intercomparison programs of space
radiation detectors, the ICCHIBAN Project, have been
executed in a well-characterized neutron field (CERN-
CERF) and the International Space Station (ISS) in
a space environment. About 10 institutes worldwide
participated in both experiments and these experiments
will contribute to standardization of space radiation
detectors in world space agencies including NASA in
USA, Institute of Bio-Medical Problem (IMBP) in
Russia and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA) in Japan.

(Nakahiro Yasuda)

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been applied to
the analysis of CR-39 nuclear track detectors for high-
dose neutron dosimetry. As a feasible study to extract

the neutron dose, we have employed a 239Pu-Be
neutron source with the traditional track density
measurement of recoil proton etch pits from a high
density polyethylene (CH2) radiator. After very short
etching (~ 1 m), etch pit densities were measured
as a function of neutron fluence (neutron dose) up to
1.4×1010 cm2 (6.6 Sv). Neutron sensitivity was also
measured as 6.6×104. Maximum measurable neutron
dose was estimated to be ~ 200 Sv by measuring the
fraction of the total image area occupied by the etch
pits.

A
system to expose biological specimens to medium-
energy (2.6-6.0 MeV/u) irradiation has been developed
at NIRS-HIMAC. In order to determine the beam
energy or LET at the irradiation position in air, the dose
distribution for 6.0 MeV/u carbon beam has been
obtained using a secondary electron monitor and a flat-
type ionization chamber by using air as the energy
absorber. Imaging plates were applied to assess the
beam profile distribution. The intensity of photo-
stimulated luminescence (PSL) was found to be almost
proportional to the energy deposited within the
sensitive layer of the imaging plate. It has been
confirmed that a uniform irradiation field can be
produced (about ±5 % within 20 mm in diameter) at
low-intensity exposure from 101 to 104 ions/cm2/s.
Long-term beam stability in the low-intensity condition
has also been demonstrated. As a consequence, the
methodology for uniform, stable and low-intensity beam
exposure has been established, and the continuously
variable linear energy transfer (LET) values have also
been obtained by changing the distance from the endcap
of beamport, for biological studies.

Automated digital imaging optical microscopy is
widely used for diagnostic applications in health care
and biology fields and for routine inspection in industrial
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applications such as semiconductor fabrication. These
applications require the imaging of large areas at high
speed in order to obtain sufficient data for image
processing with good statistics. Track detector analysis
also benefits from the rapid acquisition of large areas on
the detector surface. We have developed a new
microscope system, the HSP-1000, for high speed
image acquisition that uses a line sensor camera in
place of a traditional CCD camera. Continuous,
automatic focusing of the microscope is achieved by
means of an optical pick-up system that provides fast
feedback for control of distance between the objective
and the image surface. Using transmitted light
illumination, the microscope is able to digitize a 1cm2

area at 0.35 m /pixel resolution in ~ 20 s. As a result
of continuous stage motion and continuous focusing, we
have attained image acquisition speeds that are 50-100
times faster than conventional CCD-based microscope
systems.

(Masashi Takada)
The measurement of high energy neutrons in air and

space crafts is complicated in mixed fields of neutrons,
gamma rays and protons. A phoswich-type neutron
detector was developed in order to discriminate high-
energy neutrons from gamma rays and protons. In this
study, the neutron phoswich detector was improved for
onboard neutron measurements. The liquid scintillator
was covered with the EJ-299-15 plastic scintillator and
coupled with a single photomultiplier tube. For safe use
in air and space crafts, a biodegrable liquid scintillator
(EJ-399-06) was used in place of the liquid one (NE213).
For neutrons, short signals from the liquid scintillator
are acquired; however, summed signals from the liquid
and plastic scintillators are obtained for charged-
particle detection. Based on different signals,
identification between charged and uncharged particles
can be thus obtained. The characteristics of particle
discriminations were measured at HIMAC. The
gamma-ray, neutron and proton events were separated
by selecting events each particle in the scatter plot of
the peak and tail of the signals. The neutron response
functions were evaluated both with measurements and
calculations. The detector responses were measured
in the NIRS cyclotron and in HIMAC. The MCNPX
code was applied to simulate the neutron response
functions. Calculated response functions were
compared with the measurements. The shapes of
calculated response functions agreed well with the
measurements except for some discrepancies. Some
events were found in the calculated pulse heights above
the maximum proton energies, equal to the incidence
neutron energies. Particle light outputs were measured
in the NIRS cyclotron by direct incidence of particles in

the liquid scintillator, EJ-399-06. The light outputs of
the EJ-399-06 are a few percent smaller than those of
the BC-501A.

(Hidehito Nakamura)
Sintillation detectors have been widely used for

radiation detection. To achieve high sensitivity, key
elements for the scintillation detector performance are
the photon production rate of the scintillator, the
photon collection efficiency, the photo-electron
efficiency and the energy resolution. It is well known
that the energy resolution depends on the statistical
fluctuation of scintillation photons. To obtain good
energy resolution, consideration must be made not only
for the statistical fluctuation component but also the
non-statistical component.

Therefore, energy resolution of a scintillation
detector was studied from the viewpoints of the two
components. The statistical fluctuation component is
caused mainly by fluctuation of the number of photo-
electrons, N, collected at the anode of the photo-
detector and the non-statistical fluctuation component
comes from an intrinsic property of the scintillator.

A new method identifying these two components was
developed to study the resolution of a beta camera
detector. The beta camera consisted of a 6 cm × 6 cm
× 1 cm plastic-scintillator plate (BC-408 provided by
Saint Gobain) and 4 photomultiplier tubes which
covered each side face of the plastic-scintillator plate.
(Fig. 13) The statistical fluctuation component was
found to be well reproduced by . The non-
statistical fluctuation component of the plastic-
scintillator plate was Sigma = 4.0 ± 0.3 %
(dE/E = 9.3 ± 0.8 % in FWHM) at the 976 keV region.

Fig. 13. The beta camera detector.

The present method is useful for investigating
statistical and non-statistical fluctuation components of
the resolution, and thus to improve and monitor them.
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(Hisashi Kitamura)
As the inter-comparison campaign for space radiation

dosimeters (ICCHIBAN Project), the 1st CERF-
ICCHIBAN experiment was held on 26th - 27th
October, 2006 (Fig. 14). The CERF (CERN-EU
Reference Field) facility is a reference neutron field of
characteristics similar to the field encountered at
commercial flight altitudes (10 - 20 km). This is the
first inter-comparison experiment with neutral
particles (gamma-rays and neutrons), so differs from
the former ICCHIBAN experiments with charged ions.
The main purpose of the present experiment was the
comparisons of responses of the dosimeters to neutron
field at high altitudes. During the 24-hour machine
time, the passive dosimeters were irradiated with about
3 mSv. Additionally, the active detectors also were
irradiated with about 0.1 mSv. We will summarize the
data measured by each participating institute which will
be valuable for dosimetry in space and high altitudes.

5. T Kashiwagi, H Kitamura, Y Uchihori, et. al :
Investigation of basic characteristics of synthetic
diamond radiation detectors, IEEE Translations on
Nuclear Science, 53 (2), 630-635, 2006

Fig. 14. Photograph in the 1st
CERF-ICCHIBAN experiment.
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